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Academic Writing

Eng01001
3 Credit Points

This course will give you the opportunity to improve
your academic writing skills and research skills
through a variety of activities and exercises.

These also include developing critical reading skills
in order to evaluate sources and each other’s work.

TEFL: Assessing Language Competence
Eng01002
3 Credit Points

The seminar deals with the different language skills
and how they can be taught and assessed in the EFL
classroom.

Apart from this, the participants will also be given
the chance to self-assess their own language performance.

Advanced FLT Literature: Teaching Shorties

Eng01003
3 Credit Points

This course takes various short narrative texts into
account. What are shorties and how can be dealt
with them in the EFL-classroom, which teaching

approaches are relevant and what are their potentials
and challenges?

Advanced FLT Literature: Multilingual Literature

Eng01005
3 / 5 Credit Points

Advanced Foreign Language Teaching Literature. During the course we will investigate ways
in which teaching multilingual literature can be
incorporated into the foreign language classroom. The students will get to know various concepts of teaching literature, research materials and

evaluate multilingual literary texts. They will develop one teaching project based on a literary text and
they will carry it out in cooperating classrooms while
researching critical aspects. Later they will present
project process and research results to the seminar.

Advanced Primary FLT: Teaching Short Narrative Texts
Eng01006
5 Credit Points

This master class deals with different short nar- en as a basis for classroom ideas to be develrative texts. The tales, rhymes and songs will be oped for the use in the primary EFL classroom.
analysed systematically. Theanalyses will be tak-

Advanced Linguistics: Input, Internation and Output in SLA

Eng01008
5 Credit Points

This seminar aims at describing the psychological
processes that enable humans to aquire, use and
comprehend languages. We are going to review

studies on first and second language acquisition and
foreign language learning. A special focus will be
onbilingual processing of languages.

Introduction to Primary TEFL

Eng01009
3 Credit Points

The seminar offers an introduction to the principles
and procedures of teaching English in the Primary
School classroom.

Apart from the theoretical background of teaching
English to young learners the course will also provide
practical examples to illustrate the theory.

Culture 1: UK in Text and Film

Eng01011
3 Credit Points

This course offers an overview of some major developments and transformations in British literature
and culture. With its focus on history it will make

students familiar with the key events in British History. We will also have a look at some films that are
closely connected with the cultural topics.

Heterogeneous Classrooms

Eng01012
3 Credit Points

Description of contents: In the past decades, academic diversity in schools has increased substantially.
Apart from ‘general’ individual differences, there
are larger numbers of second-language learners in
our schools, many different cultures, as wellas an
increasing number of students with Special Educational Needs. How does EFLT respond to the grow-

ing diversity in ourclassrooms and how can English
teachers ensure that all students are included? In this
seminar we will be looking at approachesand teaching strategies suitable to cater to all individuals in our
heterogeneous EFL-classrooms.

Interactive Competence

Eng01013 / 01015
3 Credit Points

This course will give you the opportunity to improve your English language skills through a variety of speaking, writing, listening, and reading exercises and activities. The material covered in this
class will include chapters from Speakout: Upper
Intermediate Students’ Book (Francis Eales and
Steave Oakes). The aims of this course are for you
to be able to speak at the CEFR B2 + to C1 level.
Coursework: Students will
pare a warm-up for class,
up journal, and create 2
along with doing regularly

Language & Participation: English is the classroom
language. Learning a language is an interactive process that requires a willingness to take risks. Therefore, it is important that you actively participate in
activities and discussions, thereby learning to overcome your inhibitions. There are many benefits
to participating in class including getting to know
your classmates, gaining confidence and having fun!

be asked to premaintain a warmvideo presentations,
assigned homework.

TEFL: Primary Topic: Teaching through picture books in the digital age

Eng01014
3 Credit Points

The seminar deals with the use of picture books in the several techniques of storytelling and create their own
EFL primary classroom. We are going to look at ana- digital book for storytelling in the online classroom.
log and digitalversions of picture books. Didactic and
methodological questions will be reflected upon. The
participants will also have theopportunity to try out

Linguistics 1: Regional Varieties of English
Eng01016
4 Credit Points

Description of contents: Students who have learned
English in EFL-classrooms are sometimes surprised
when they travel to English-speaking countries
and encounter varieties of English that sound different from the variety they have been exposed toat
school. Just like the German language, the English
language is characterized by many regional varieties
that may be quitedifferent from so-called ‘standard’
varieties such as RP (Received Pronunciation) or
GA (General American). The main purpose of this
course is to make students aware of principal distinguishing features of different varieties of English. We
will also examine’social dialects’ by discussing the

influence of factors such as class, professional status, age, ethnic background and sex onlanguage use.
Assignments and grading: Regular attendance; individual or group mini-presentations; final test or term paper.
Literatur:
Recommended course book:
Gramley, S., Gramley, V. & Pätzold, K.-M. (2020). A
Survey of Modern English (3rd ed.). London& New
York: Routledge.

Linguistics 2: The History of the English Language
Eng01017
3 Credit Points

Description available in September

Recommended course book: Singh, Ishtla (2005).
The History of English: A Student’s Guide. New York:
Routledge.

Adv. Cultural Studies: USA
Eng01018
3 Credit Points

StudiesThis course is designed to help you develop an
informed perspective on US American history and its
challenges. The class isconceived of as a complement
to a more general cultural studies course. Therefore,
instead of focusing on a wide range of topicsand con-

texts, we will only engage in a few particularly significant case studies that is Manifest Destiny, American Civil War andCivil Rights Movement. We might
also watch films within and after seminar sessions.

Literature 1: Young Adult Novels
Eng01019
3 Credit Points

The seminar will discuss the nature and evolution novels at the beginning of the seminar. These tiof young adult literature with particular empha- tles will beannounced shortly before winter term.
sis on its current condition andits value to its intended readership. Students are asked to buy three

Literature & Culture: Films
Eng01020
3 / 5 Credit Points

The seminar will discuss the nature and evolution
of young adult films with particular emphasis on its
current condition and itsvalue to its intended audience. Another focus will be the cultural analysis of
the films.
This literature seminar is based on the theoretical maxim that films should be considered literary
works. Therefore, the receptionof whole films is mandatory. This is accompanied by the fact that you may
have to buy films yourself.

Watching films:
It will be necessary to watch films primarily outside
regular class time.
Buying films:
I will make sure that as far as possible I use movies
that are freely available in different streaming services. However, pleaseassume that this will not be
possible for all films, in which case you might need
to buy or borrow a film. An alternative might bethat
you coordinate with other students to buy films in
turn.

Introduction to Second Language Acquisition

Eng01021
3 / 5 Credit Points

This course aims to deepen and broaden students’ a general introduction to scientific research intohow
understanding of second language acquisition and people learn a second language, as well as key psycholearning by introducinginfluential theoretical mod- logical factors underpinning language development.
els of first and second language acquisition. It offers

TEFL Linguistics: Teaching Vocabulary
Eng01022
3 Credit Points

Description available in September.

TEFL: Literature and Culture

Eng01023
3 Credit Points
This course aims to improve the intercultural com- various tools and texts that can be used to impetences of the students through critical read- prove intercultural communicative competence.
ing, thinking and self-reflection based on different literary texts. It will provide students with

Academic Writing Skills
Eng01025
3 Credit Points

This course will give you the opportunity to im- These also include developing critical reading skills
prove your academic writing skills and research in order to evaluate sources and each other’s work.
skills through a variety of activitiesand exercises.

Introduction to Cultural Studies
Eng01026
3 Credit Points

In this class, students will learn that cultural studies
is an interdisciplinary field that includes a wide range
of disciplines (e.g.,philosophy, history, women’s studies, gender studies, etc.) in order to shed light on the
significance of the cultural texts thatsurround us. Students will read, analyze, and discuss cultural texts (e.g.,
readings, videos, films) using a wide range of theoreticalapproaches, in particular those that consider how

class, gender, sexuality, nationality and race are represented in popular texts.The aim is for students to develop an understanding and appreciation of the varying perspectives that can be used to view culturaltexts.

English for All: Training your English Skills

Eng010038
3 Credit Points

You would like to brush up and expand your
English skills? Then come and join the course
‘English for all’. A variety of different activities, exercises and worksheets will help you to improve your speaking, listening, reading and writing skills in English.

The course will cover topics on current news
and issues, everyday language, culture, society,
people, geography, history, etc. Grammar topics will be
adjusted according to the needs of the participants.

TEFL: Task-Based Language Learning. Creating Tasks.
Eng01027
3 Credit Points

Description of contents: Task-based language learning (TBLL) and teaching (TBLT) refers to a strong
version of CommunicativeLanguage Teaching. As
described in the CEFR (Council of Europe 2001)
as well as demanded in the German “Bildungsplan”the overall aim of English as a Foreign Language Learning and Teaching is that students acquire
intercultural
communicativecompetence.
In this seminar we want to take a closer look at
tasks and what differentiates them from ‘simple’ exercises. We will explore inhow far they are suitable
to cater to necessary conditions in terms of foreign language learning - Input, Interaction, Output - andvariables that influence language learning.
Accordingly, we will be looking at linguistic, psycholinguistic, (neuro)psychologicalfoundations, as
well as methodological perspectives. Based on that
we want to find out how TBLL can be a suitable respond toindividual differences of students, i.e. the

great diversity in our heterogeneous classrooms.
After having mastered these relevant theoretical foundations the participants of this seminar
are supposed to design taskssuitable for their respective learner group, themselves. Due to the
current situations the students are supposed
to create onlinetasks, specifically WebQuests.
This seminar is conceptualized as a co-operative, actively involving seminar in which students’ contributions are a crucial part.Just as well as TBLL and
other relevant conditions extracted from (psycho)
linguistic and psychological research form the basisfor all kinds of (language) learning/teaching, these
principles will be the foundation for this seminar.
You as bekoming teachers (inprocess) will also be
taught according to the TBLL approach, and in terms
of the Input, Interaction, and Output Hypotheses.
The seminar will take place in the virtual/digital realm.

Introduction to Secondary TEFL
Eng01028
3 Credit Points

The seminar provides an introduction to the princi- the theoretical background of teaching English to
ples, methods and procedures of teaching English as learners of secondary schools, the course willalso
a foreign language insecondary schools. Apart from provide practical examples to illustrate the theory.

Culture 2: Intercultural Competence

Eng01031
4 / 5 Credit Points

This course will give students the opportunity to
understand and work with people of various cultural backgrounds. It aims toimprove the intercultural competences of the students through critical
thinking and self-reflection. The course will also

touch uponthe role language plays in intercultural
communication. It will provide students with various tools that can be used to understandpeoples
of other cultures and be open to cultural diversity.

Adv. Literary Studies: Dystopian Literature

Eng01037
3 / 4 Credit Points

Dystopian literature appears to be one the most pop- erature. Students will be able to choose from a range
ular genres throughout the history of literature. Rea- of texts for their independent studiesand research.
sons for the popularity ofthis kind of fiction are ob- Regular attendance and participation is expected.
vious in these peculiar times. Moreover, this type of
literary genre addresses so many issues like power,freedom, oppression, race, gender, equality and many
more. The aim of this course is to explore texts of this
genre and thetheoretical background of dystopian lit-

Adv. FLT Culture: Analysing and developing teaching materials and lesson plans forteaching culture

Eng01040
5 Credit Points

Advanced Foreign Language Teaching Linguistics
The seminar investigates ways in which new media and gamification concepts can be used in the
teaching of foreign languages. It will be cooperatively taught by a lecturer from the media department and a lecturer from the English department
and is addressedto students from both departments.
Students will get to know current developments
in using media in EFL teaching and will beintroduced to game design in the educational field.

In the second part of the seminar, mixed student
groups will develop teaching ideas and materials which allow for a gamified, media-supported teaching/learning environment, aiming at increasing learners’ willingness to engage in foreign
language learningand raising teachers’ and learners’ acceptance to engage in learning processes in
gamified and media-supported educationsettings.

AFLT Linguistics/Literature: Drama in Education

Eng02005 (Compact Seminar on 4 dates Friday / Saturday)
3 Credit Points

Readers’ Theatre aims at improving reading fluency
and reading motivation, and it provides an authentic, potentially motivatingcontext for practising reading aloud in the EFL- classroom. In this seminar we
will be investigating different ways in which dramat-

echniques, based on multilingual readers’ theatre,
can be incorporated into the foreign language classroom. The course includesa workshop with a collegue from the University of Innsbruck/Constance.

New Media & Gamification in the EFL primary and secondary classroom
Eng02005 (Block Seminar - 14 Feb - 17 Feb 2022!)
5 Credit Points

The seminar investigates ways in which new media and gamification concepts can be used in the
teaching of foreign languages. It will be cooperatively taught by a lecturer from the media department and a lecturer from the English department
and is addressed to students from both departments. Students will get to know current developments in using media in EFL teaching and will be
introduced to game design in the educational field.

In the second part of the seminar, mixed student
groups will develop teaching ideas and materials which allow for a gamified, media-supported
teaching/learning environment, aiming at increasing learners’ willingness to engage in foreign language learning and raising teachers’ and learners’ acceptance to engage in learning processes in
gamified and media-supported education settings.

Literature and Culture: Environmental Fiction

Eng02043 (Compact Seminar - 12./ 13 Nov and 10/11 Dec 2021))
3 / 5 Credit Points

It encompasses different genres and its tone might
range from dystopian to hopeful, from lyrical to
comic. In the seminar we willlook at topics like habitat destruction, climate change, extinction of species, etc. through the lens of fiction. We will explore
howthis reflects the development of environmental
consciousness in the USA and how this is rooted in
cultural traditions such astranscendentalism, but also
look at opposing tendencies. Earth Day and National Parks were ‘invented’ in the US, but the countryis
also one of the biggest emitters of greenhouse gases
and exploits natural resources seemingly carelessly – one of US culture’sbig paradoxes? We will also
discuss excerpts from relevant works of non-fiction that have impacted the environmental movement,especially in the US, such as A Silent Spring
and the documentaries An Inconvenient Truth and

the recent, controversial, Planetof the Humans, to
see how ecology, the economy and politics intersect.
Students are asked to buy the following novels before
the seminar starts:
T.C. Boyle: A Friend of the Earth (post-apocalyptic,
satirical)
Carl Hiaasen: Hoot (mystery/suspense, YA)
Barbara Kingsolver: Prodigal Summer (contemporary)
Sarah Pennypacker: Pax (animal story, YA)
Excerpts from other works, non-fiction and films will
be made available via moopaed.
Students are expected to have read the following novel
before the seminar starts:
Carl Hiaasen: Hoot (mystery/suspense, YA)

Current issues on the development of computer-based media

Inf01021
5 Credit Points

Students investigate current issues on the development of computer-based media, such as the modelling and development ofmodern semantic web applications. Using description languages such as XML,
XMLSchema, RDF, or OWL, students learn howto
represent knowledge as ontologies. In the seminar,

modern frameworks and tools are applied to support students in developingup-to-date semantic web
applications. The seminar also provides an introduction into automated reasoning and machine learning.

Media project
Md/ Inf01020
5 Credit Points

Teams of students conduct software engineering
projects to develop interactive web applications
(e.g. based on Node.JS or the Ruby on Rails framework). Within the context of current research, the
students analyze the requirements of the software
system, and design and implement the software.
Applying
agile
methods
and
techniques,

the
students
get
hands-on
experience
with modern project management and tools. As a
prerequisite, participants should have attended the
seminar “M2 - Developing interactive software applications” or have acquired comparable qualifications.

Teaching and learning with computer-aided media
Md01013
2 Credit Points

This course provides an overview on the fundamentals of technology-based learning, underlying

theories, models, and standards, as well as tools and
application examples.

Edutainment

Md01027
2 Credit Points

TThis course introduces theoretical basics of gameLocation Based Applications and learning with tanbased learning and serious games. Further topics are: gibles.
Interactive Digital Storytelling, Interactive Videos,

